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The Red Commercial Sanitaire VacuumCleaner Makes History

Sanitaire Heavy Duty Blue vacuum cleaners were first offered to consumers in the 1950s. Then,
in 1972, Eureka launched the Red Sanitaire products for commercial users after repeated
requests from dealers. The commercial cleaning industry was still relatively small at the time as
most hotels, businesses, schools and healthcare facilities were independently managed with on
site cleaning crews.

Jonesboro, AR (PRWEB) June 19, 2006 -- Sanitaire Heavy Duty Blue vacuum cleaners were first offered to
consumers in the 1950s. Then, in 1972, Eureka launched the Red Sanitaire products for commercial users after
repeated requests from dealers. The commercial cleaning industry was still relatively small at the time as most
hotels, businesses, schools and healthcare facilities were independently managed with on site cleaning crews.

Sanitaire commercial products helped the early commercial cleaners save time and money while giving them
top cleaning performance and durability. Cleaning crews got more “mileage” out of these new commercial
products because they were built to last. Some innovations made it possible to switch out parts, maintain the
products without taking them in for service, and provide filtration and eliminate bags.

Sanitaire commercial vacuums and products have been serving commercial cleaners for 30 years. These long-
lasting vacuums are durable and service parts are readily available and cost efficient. Some cleaners have been
using the same Sanitaire vacuum for 20 years.

The Eureka Company knows the importance of creating hardworking products that end users find convenient
and easy to use and, with the Sanitaire commercial line, The Eureka Company has created affordable and
durable cleaners that live long and work hard.

The innovative history of Sanitaire Commercial:

1976 - Chrome Steel Round Brush Roll

1979 - Dirt Cup developed to replace filter bag

1982 - Quick-Kleen™ Fan Chamber

1986 - Micron Filtration available on Sanitaire

2000 - True HEPASealed filtration

2003 - Sanitaire line expands beyond vacuums
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Contact Information
Steve Mcarthur
eXiee
http://vacuum-supplies.com/sanitaire.html?PRWEB
870-502-0534

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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